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Author’s response to reviews:

Response to Reviewer

Hello Again, on behalf of all authors; I want to pass my acknowledgment for reviewer.

Here are the reviewer’s comments and authors’ response

Reviewer 1

Solina Richter (Reviewer 1):

Here are the questions /comments by reviewer and response by authors.

The reviewer gives grammar and word corrections on the following section.

1. Abstract, conclusion section: All corrections are considered see the track change on the main document.

2. Background on page 2&3: word correction and adjective insertion are accepted and modified accordingly. See the track change
3. Method on page 4: All suggested modifications are accepted and rewrite accordingly. See the track change

4. Methods on page 5: All suggested modifications are accepted and rewrite accordingly. See the track change

5. Trustworthiness on page 6. All the recommendations are accepted and being modified. See the track change

6. Result on page 8. All the suggestions are considered. See the track change. The authors also convinced to collapse all sub categories as suggested by the reviewer to maintain the flow of the reading. See the track change

7. Implication and declaration section on page 18: all the suggestions are accepted. See the track change

Response to editor

Dear Editor

Thank you for your valuable comments. We revised the document as per your suggestion.